Anchoring, whereby judgments assimilate to previously considered standards, is one of the most reliable effects in psychology. In the last decade, researchers have become increasingly interested in identifying moderators of anchoring effects. We argue that a drawback of traditional moderator analyses in the standard anchoring paradigm is that they ignore estimate direction-whether participants' estimates are higher or lower than the anchor value. We suggest that failing to consider estimate direction can sometimes obscure moderation in anchoring tasks, and discuss three potential analytic solutions that take estimate direction into account. Understanding moderators of anchoring effects is essential for a basic understanding of anchoring and for applied research on reducing the influence of anchoring in real-world judgments. Considering estimate direction reduces the risk of failing to detect moderation.
More than four decades of research has revealed the power of numerical anchors-numerical values to which people's judgments often assimilate. In their initial study, for example, Tversky and Kahneman (1974) asked some participants if the percentage of African countries in the United Nations was smaller or larger than 10, whereas they asked others if the percentage was smaller or larger than 65. When subsequently asked to estimate the actual percentage of African countries, participants exposed to the low anchor of 10 gave lower estimates than participants exposed to the high anchor of 65. This procedure has since become the standard anchoring paradigm, in which participants first answer a comparative question containing the numerical anchor and then make an absolute numerical estimate of a target value.
The extent of anchoring effects is impressive (for a review, see Furnham & Boo, 2011) . Indeed, numerical anchors can influence judgments ranging from estimates of probability (e.g., Plous, 1989) to estimates of appropriate food portion sizes (Marchioro, Papies, & Klein, 2014) , and even random, implausible, or clearly irrelevant anchors can influence people's judgments (e.g., Ariely, Loewenstein, & Prelec, 2003; Cheek, Coe-Odess, & Schwartz, 2015a; Englich, Mussweiler, & Strack, 2006; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) . Anchoring has potentially more serious consequences as well, because anchors can shape judgments in important domains such as real estate purchases (Bucchianeri & Minson, 2013) and negotiations (e.g., Galinsky & Mussweiler, 2001) , and even experts such as judges (Englich et al., 2006) and doctors (Brewer, Chapman, Schwartz, & Bergus, 2007) exhibit standard anchoring effects. In a review of the substantial anchoring literature, Kahneman (2011) concluded that anchoring effects are "one of the most reliable and robust results of experimental psychology" (p. 119).
Recently, researchers have become more interested in identifying contextual and individual difference moderators of anchoring effects (the "third wave" of anchoring research; Epley & Gilovich, 2010) . Several promising moderators have been identified, such as subjective power (Lammers & Burgmer, 2017) , knowledge (e.g., Smith & Windschitl, 2015) , anchor precision (e.g., Janiszewski & Uy, 2008) , debiasing training experience (e.g., Adame, 2016) , and mood (Bodenhausen, Gabriel, & Lineberger, 2000) . However, there have also been many null results in moderator studies (e.g., Epley & Gilovich, 2006; Furnham, Boo, & McClelland, 2012; Oechssler, Roider, & Schmitz, 2009; Stanovich & West, 2008; Welsh, Delfabbro, Burns, & Begg, 2014) . Indeed, Furnham and Boo (2011) argued that literature on individual difference and contextual moderators is inconsistent and that, overall, it has been difficult for researchers to identify reliable moderators.
The identification of reliable moderators of anchoring effects (a) has important theoretical implications for the understanding of anchoring effects (e.g., Chapman & Johnson, 2002; Englich, 2008; Simmons et al., 2010) ; (b) has proven to be surprisingly difficult in previous research (e.g., Furnham & Boo, 2011) ; (c) has become an increasingly prominent goal for anchoring researchers (Epley & Gilovich, 2010) ; and (d) has clear applications for understanding and enhancing everyday judgments (e.g., Chapman & Johnson, 2002; Furnham & Boo, 2011; Kahneman, 2011) . In this article, we argue that one possible reason for past difficulty in identifying reliable moderators may be the tendency to ignore estimate direction when analyzing participants' estimates, an issue which we elaborate below. We draw attention to this limitation in the analysis strategy of previous anchoring studies and suggest that improving analyses of anchoring data may subsequently improve researchers' ability to detect moderators of interest. We outline our argument about the importance of estimate direction in the next section, with the main goal of highlighting the potential drawbacks to traditional analyses of moderators in anchoring studies.
The Role of Estimate Direction
In the standard anchoring paradigm, participants first answer a comparative question containing an anchor value (e.g., "Is the population of Chicago larger or smaller than 15 million?"), after which they are asked to make an absolute estimate (e.g., "What is the population of Chicago?"). When participants make an absolute estimate after exposure to an anchor value, their estimate can be in one of two directions: it can be higher or lower than the anchor value. The vast majority of anchoring research interested in explanatory mechanisms employs the standard anchoring paradigm, yet studies rarely take estimate direction into account. We seek to make a methodological contribution by illustrating the potentially negative implications of ignoring estimate direction.
Consider, for example, a hypothetical study of the role of shyness in anchoring susceptibility (a study that, to our knowledge, has never been conducted). A traditional analytic method for investigating the influence of shyness would be to see if trait shyness and anchoring condition (i.e., high-and low-anchor conditions) interact to predict people's absolute estimates. If we assume that, in this hypothetical example, shyness predicts stronger anchoring, it may be that an interaction emerges between shyness and anchoring condition. However, it may also be that no interaction emerges as a result of ignoring estimate direction, despite the true influence of shyness on anchoring susceptibility. If shyness increases anchoring, then shy participants exposed to a high anchor should give higher estimates than non-shy participants when they make estimates in what we will call the inner direction (i.e., lower than the high anchor). However, shy participants exposed to a high anchor should give lower estimates than non-shy participants when they make estimates in what we will call the outer direction (i.e., higher than the high anchor), because shy participants' estimates should be closer to the anchor value than non-shy participants' estimates in both directions. In other words, in the high-anchor condition, shyness would potentially predict both higher and lower estimates, depending on whether participants made estimates in the inner or outer direction. The same Note. If shyness predicts stronger anchoring, shy participants will give answers closer to the anchor value when providing estimates in either the inner or outer direction.
is true for participants in the low-anchor condition: shy participants should give lower estimates than non-shy participants when they make estimates in the inner direction (i.e., higher than the low anchor), whereas they should give higher estimates than nonshy participants when they make estimates in the outer direction (i.e., lower than the low anchor). In all cases, however, estimates from shy participants should be closer to the anchor value (whether they are above or below that value) than the estimates of non-shy participants (see Figure 1) . In this example, it is quite possible that even if shyness did predict stronger anchoring, no significant anchor condition × shyness interaction would emerge, because the influence of shyness on participants' estimates when participants made estimates in the inner direction would be cancelled out by the influence of shyness on estimates when participants made estimates in the outer direction. In other words, ignoring estimate direction may result in failure to detect moderators of anchoring effects (or, at least, underestimation of the moderator's influence, depending on the percentage of estimates in either direction). In fact, previous research has found that up to a third of participants often provide estimates in the outer direction, despite researchers' assumptions that the vast majority of participants provide estimates in the inner direction (Grau & Bohner, 2014; Jacowitz & Kahneman, 1995) . This is particularly important because studies in psychology tend to be underpowered even when using optimal analytic methods, and because moderator effects in anchoring research are likely to be relatively small (e.g., because there are so many different psychological routes to anchoring; Chapman & Johnson, 2002;  for recent examples of potentially meaningful but small effects see Brandt, Evans, & Crawford, 2015; Cheek & Norem, 2017) , such that researchers could fail to detect a small effect. It is in the interest of researchers investigating moderator effects to use the most appropriate and sensitive analyses in order to avoid false negatives and reach better estimates of effect size, and thus we argue that failing to take estimate direction into account in moderator studies of anchoring represents an important and problematic issue in the existing anchoring literature.
The overall effect of ignoring estimate direction will depend on how many participants answer in different directions-in some studies, only a few participants may answer in a given direction. Yet, as long as some participants do answer in different directions, it is still analytically inappropriate to ignore estimate direction: the logic of analyzing the interaction between anchoring condition and a potential moderator variable without taking into account estimate direction does not hold if participants answer in both inner and outer directions, even if that interaction is significant. Moreover, even if researchers do successfully detect a true interaction, ignoring estimate direction will likely result in an underestimation of a moderator's effects. Thus, researchers will benefit from attending to estimate direction because it will increase the sensitivity of their analyses, thereby reducing the chance of Type II errors and increasing the accuracy of estimates of effect size.
Taking Estimate Direction into Account
There are at least three ways to address the role of estimate direction. First, researchers can plan a priori to exclude estimates that are more extreme than the anchor values (i.e., in the outer direction; see, e.g., Brandt et al., 2015) . This method successfully avoids the risks of a Type II error caused by ignoring estimate direction (assuming the study is adequately powered), but potentially results in the exclusion of a substantial percentage of otherwise valid data. That is, we do not think that participants who make estimates that are more extreme than anchor values have provided invalid estimates; they are not outliers simply because their estimates are not between two anchor values. Moreover, excluding estimates in the outer direction may result in vastly different exclusion rates based on anchor condition-for example, more people may make estimates that are higher than the high anchor than estimates that are lower than the low anchor. Thus, simply excluding estimates in the outer direction seems, to us, an imperfect solution to the estimate direction problem, particularly when many participants provide estimates in different directions.
A second potential strategy is to include estimate direction as a factor in analyses (e.g., Grau & Bohner, 2014) . For instance, if a study involved a high and low anchor and positive and negative mood manipulation, researchers could conduct a 2 (anchor condition: high vs. low) × 2 (mood condition: positive vs. negative) × 2 (estimate direction: inner vs. outer) ANOVA instead of just a 2 (anchor condition) × 2 (mood condition) ANOVA. This solution, however, requires more statistical power to detect a potential three-way interaction. Furthermore, the estimate direction factor is not independent from participants' estimates: estimates will be more extreme in the outer direction by definition. Thus, adding estimate direction as a factor may also partially solve researchers' problems, but it is not without limitations.
A third potential strategy offers a solution without such drawbacks. Instead of analyzing participants' estimates as the dependent variable, researchers can instead analyze the gap between participants' estimates and the anchor value to which they were exposed (i.e., the absolute value of the difference between estimates and their respective anchor values; Epley & Gilovich, 2001; Simmons et al., 2010) . This solution prevents estimate direction from undermining analyses because if, returning the shyness example, shy participants anchor more, their estimates will be closer to anchor values whether they make estimates above or below them. Accordingly, shy participants will have smaller anchor-estimate gaps-reflecting stronger anchoring-than non-shy participants. Thus, researchers can detect moderation by observing that shyness is negatively related to anchor-estimate gaps, overcoming the limitations of ignoring estimate direction. In what follows, we provide a secondary analysis of an anchoring data set that illustrates the potential use of considering estimate direction by analyzing anchor-estimate gaps.
Empirical Example
We re-examined data collected by Cheek, Coe-Odess, and Schwartz (2015b) to examine the influence of numerical anchors on physical judgments (i.e., judgments of numerosity and weight). Participants in this study made two psychophysical judgments-the number of M&Ms in a jar and the weight of a bag-after exposure to anchors in the standard anchoring paradigm. For each judgment, all participants received the same second question prompting them to make absolute estimates, but the initial comparative question was varied in order to explore the influence of different anchoring processes. Hence, for the present study, the content of the comparative questioni.e., the object of judgment-served as the moderator of interest. Cheek et al. (2015b) predicted that the variation in the content of the comparative question would produce different degrees of anchoring. In the same-object condition, the object of judgment and the scale of judgment were the same in the comparative question and the absolute judgment. For the numerosity judgment, participants in the same-object condition first considered whether the number of M&Ms in a jar was more or less than an anchor value, and then made an absolute estimate of the number of M&Ms. For the weight judgment task, participants first considered whether a bag weighed more or less than an anchor value, and then made an absolute estimate of the bag's weight. In the different-object condition, however, the object of judgment differed between the comparative question and the absolute judgment. For the numerosity judgment task, participants in the different-object condition considered whether the number of pennies in a clear bag was more or less than an anchor value, after which they made an absolute estimate of the number of M&Ms. For the weight judgment task, participants in the different-object condition first considered whether a box weighed more or less than an anchor value, and then made an absolute estimate of a bag's weight. Anchor values for the numerosity and weight judgments are presented in Table 1 . Additional details about the methods of this study are available in the online supplemental material.
This design was modelled after previous research exploring different theories of anchoring (e.g., Strack & Mussweiler, 1997; Wong & Kwong, 2000 ; see also Cheek, 2016) . For example, Strack and Mussweiler (1997, Study 2) asked participants to first answer a comparative question about whether the mean winter temperature in Antarctica was higher or lower than an anchor value, after which participants either estimated the mean winter temperature of Antarctica (same-object condition) or the mean temperature of Hawaii (different-object condition). Strack and Mussweiler argued that because the comparative question is thought to activate anchor-consistent information (a process they formalized as the Selective Accessibility Model of anchoring), anchoring effects should be stronger when the object of judgment is the same in the comparative question and absolute estimate. A similar prediction derives from pragmatic accounts of anchoring (e.g., Zhang & Schwarz, 2013) , which argue that anchor values should be perceived as less informative in the different-object condition, and therefore exert a weaker influence on participants' estimates. Thus, based on previous research, Cheek et al. (2015b) predicted that although anchoring effects may emerge in both object conditions, they should be stronger in the same-object condition than in the different-object condition.
Surprisingly, however, Cheek et al. (2015b) 's analyses, which followed the traditional method of conducting a 2 (anchor condition: high vs. low) × 2 (object condition: same-object vs. different object) ANOVA on participants' estimates, did not provide evidence to suggest that the content of the comparative question moderated the effect of anchors on participants' estimates. Here, we sought to re-analyze these data while taking estimate direction into account, with the prediction that the content of the comparative question would indeed moderate the anchoring effect, as in previous research, but perhaps this moderation would only be detected when considering estimate direction.
Overview of Data Analysis
To illustrate the consequences of ignoring estimate direction, we analyzed the data in two ways. First, we followed Cheek et al. (2015b) by conducting a 2 (anchor condition: high vs. low) × 2 (object condition: same-object vs. different-object) ANOVA on participant's estimates. This method can be interpreted as ignoring estimate direction; it focuses only on participants' estimates regardless of whether estimates are higher or lower than the anchor value. For example, if anchoring is stronger in the same-object than in the different-object condition, then estimates should be higher in the same-object condition when participants in the high-anchor condition make estimates in the inner direction, but lower when participants in the high-anchor condition make estimates in the outer direction. The ANOVA on participants' estimates fails to account for this pattern, because it pools all estimates into one dependent variable regardless of their direction relative to anchor values. Accordingly, this method of analysis may not reveal any differences in the strength of anchoring across conditions, though a significant main effect of anchor condition should emerge.
For the second analysis, we took estimate direction into account by calculating anchor-estimate gap scores (e.g., Epley & Gilovich, 2001; Simmons et al., 2010) . To do so, we took the absolute value of the difference between participants' estimates and the anchor value to which they were exposed. Thus, a participant exposed to the low anchor of 14 pounds for the weight judgment who gave an estimate of 10 pounds would have the same anchor-estimate gap score as a participant who gave an estimate of 18 pounds. Using gap scores therefore eliminates the problem with the first analytical method-now, we have a measure of the distance between estimates and the anchor values regardless of the direction of participants' estimates. In this case, if anchoring is stronger in the same-object condition than in the different-object condition, anchor-estimate gap scores should be lower in the former condition (reflecting the fact that participants' judgments were closer to the anchor value and thus that anchoring was stronger). Table 2 presents the percentage of participants who gave inner and outer estimates for the numerosity and weight judgments. Overall, participants gave answers in the outer direction about one fifth of the time.
Results

Preliminary Descriptive Analyses
Main Analyses for Numerosity Judgment
Following Cheek et al. (2015b) , we first conducted a 2 (anchor condition: high vs. low) × 2 (object condition: same-object vs. different object) ANOVA on numerosity estimates. Analyzing these estimates is crucial to demonstrating that there is actually an anchoring effect for a particular task or question. There was a significant main effect of anchor condition, F(1, 171) = 28.23, p < .001, η p 2 = .14, indicating that participants gave higher estimates in the high-anchor condition (M = 153.45, SD = 81.65) than in the low-anchor condition (M = 100.65, SD = 41.09). Thus, anchors clearly influenced participants' estimates. There was no main effect of object condition, F(1, 171) = .08, p = .783, η p 2 = .00, and no interaction, F(1, 171) = 2.06, p = .154, η p 2 = .01. As found by Cheek et al. (2015b) , this ANOVA suggested that object condition did not influence the degree of anchoring.
We then conducted a 2 (anchor condition) × 2 (object condition) ANOVA on anchor-estimate gap scores. There was a main effect of anchor condition, F(1, 171) = 189.72, p < .001, η p 2 = .53, indicating that, consistent with previous research (e.g., Jacowitz & Kahneman, 1995) , anchor-estimate gap scores were higher in the high-anchor condition (M = 124.08, SD = 58.76) than in the low-anchor condition (M = 30.90, SD = 29.75). Importantly, as predicted, there was also a significant main effect of object condition, F(1, 171) = 10.30, p = .002, η p 2 = .06, indicating that there was a difference in the strength of anchoring between the two object conditions, with the same-object condition resulting in smaller anchor-estimate gap scores (M = 66. 46, SD = 58.09), and thus stronger anchoring, than the different-object condition (M = 88.57, SD = 72.12). The interaction between anchor condition and object condition was not significant, F(1, 171) = 2.59, p = .109, η p 2 = .02.
Main Analyses for Weight Judgment
As with the numerosity judgment, we first conducted a 2 (anchor condition) × 2 (object condition) ANOVA on weight estimates, which yielded a significant main effect of anchor condition, F(1,164) = 14.98, p < .001, η p 2 = .09, indicating that weight estimates were higher in the high-anchor condition (M = 41.80, SD = 17.52) than in the low-anchor condition (M = 32.34, SD = 13.89). There was not a significant interaction, F (1, 164) = .48, p = .489, η p 2 = .00, which was taken by Cheek et al. (2015b) to suggest that there was no influence of object condition on anchoring strength. Interestingly, however, there was an unexpected main effect of object condition, F(1, 164) = 10.97, p = .001, η p 2 = .06, such that estimates were higher in the different-object condition than in the same-object condition for both the low and the high anchor conditions (M = 41.36, SD = 18.01 vs. M = 33.36, SD = 14.06). Although not predicted, one possibility is that holding the lighter box before the heavier bag created a contrast effect (e.g.,
Condition
Numerosity Note. Two participants gave the exact anchor value as an estimate in the numerosity judgment task and six participants gave the exact anchor value as an estimate in the weight judgment task. Because these eight participants are not included in the table, percentages do not always sum to 100. Bevan & Darby, 1955; Sherif, Taub, & Hovland, 1958) in the different object condition, but because this result is not the focus of the present research, we will not discuss it further. Next, we conducted a 2 × 2 ANOVA on anchor-estimate gap scores, which again yielded a main effect of anchor condition F(1, 164) = 11.08, p = .001, η p 2 = . 06, indicating that, in this case, gap scores were higher in the low-anchor condition (M = 18.66, SD = 13.45) than in the highanchor condition (M = 12.37, SD = 12.33). Importantly, the predicted main effect of object condition was also significant, F(1, 164) = 11.92, p = .001, η p 2 = .07, indicating that, as with the numerosity judgment, anchor-estimate gap scores were larger in the different-object condition (M = 19.05, SD = 14.94) than in the same-object condition (M = 12.39, SD = 10.71), reflecting stronger anchoring in the latter condition. The interaction between object condition and anchor condition was not significant, F(1, 164) = 1.40, p = .239, η p 2 = .01.
Concluding Thoughts
The results of our analyses provide an illustration of our argument about the importance of taking the direction of participants' estimates relative to anchor values into account when investigating moderators of anchoring in the standard anchoring paradigm. Indeed, Cheek et al.'s (2015b) analyses using raw estimates as the dependent variable, which mirror the analytic strategy of most studies that examine moderators of anchoring, provided no evidence that the object of judgment in the comparative question moderates the strength of anchoring effects. That the content of the comparative question moderates anchoring effects has been a key finding in the development of theories of anchoring (e.g., Strack & Mussweiler, 1997) , and this important pattern would have gone undetected had we ignored the direction of participants' estimates.
It is important to note that both sets of analyses conducted above provide information necessary to fully interpret the pattern of anchoring effects observed. The first ANOVA on raw estimates, although it did not reveal the moderating effect of object condition, did reveal that anchoring effects emerged, a result not fully addressed when considering only anchor-estimate gap scores. Indeed, one could calculate anchor-estimate gap scores even when no anchoring effects emerged, and in analyzing gap scores, fail to realize the-perhaps most important-fact that there are no anchoring effects. Thus, we argue that when conducting moderation analyses, future researchers should examine both estimates and anchor-estimate gap scores to completely interpret both standard anchoring effects and potential moderation. Of course, some investigations may not need to consider the direction of participants' estimates-for example, studies interested only in whether or not anchoring effects emerge at all.
Although, in our view, analyzing anchor-estimate gap scores is often the simplest way to take estimate direction into account, it is not without its own limitations. For example, as suggested to us by a reviewer, whether participants provide an estimate in the inner or outer direction may itself be relevant to research questions.
Indeed, it seems likely that less knowledgeable participants are more likely to provide extreme estimates in the outer direction, indicating a reduced understanding of the plausible range of target values (see Smith & Windschitl, 2015) . In these cases, researchers may find it useful to analyze anchor-estimate gap scores separately based on whether estimates are in the inner or outer direction in addition to analyzing a simple average anchor-estimate gap score.
Considering extreme values also raises another methodological question for researchers: what to do about outlier estimates. To our knowledge, researchers typically follow one of two strategies-they either exclude estimates that are two or three standard deviations away from the mean (e.g., Englich & Soder, 2009 ), or they ranktransform estimates (e.g., Brandt et al., 2015) . Prescribing methods to handle outliers is outside the scope of the present article, but we tentatively suggest that as long as researchers decide a priori (and ideally pre-register) what they will do-and present analyses with and without outlier correction (e.g., in a footnote)-the particular method may be less important in the case of outliers than in the case of estimate direction. Future work, however, should further explore optimal methods of considering outlier estimates, as well as methods for considering estimate direction. More broadly, both the question of how to handle outliers and the role of estimate direction underline the importance of paying close attention to the analysis and interpretation of data in anchoring studies. Anchoring effects have potentially powerful influences on judgments, and researchers should study them with equally powerful methods.
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